Christmas Ideas

by John Holt

What Do I Do Monday?

by Derek Sanderson

MIT TO CHARGE

28 BLACKS WHO

WERE AT SIT-IN
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The Techno-Pi-Pal-Passer

by Patrick Moore

THE MIND OF MR. SAAMES

TERENCE STAMP

Listen for the sounds of love...

Where do you hear them?

In a plea for help from someone who needs it? In a marriage-on-the-rocks? At a Catholic Mass conducted in an Episcopal Church?

You'd be surprised. The sounds of love are everywhere — anyone can hear them. If they listen.

The Paulists listen. But, like everything in life, the things that mattermost are the hardest.

It isn't easy being a Paulist.

Like her recent, widely praised The Inner City Mother Goose, Miss Merriam's new satiric work combines powerful graphic effects with a verbal economy to produce the urgent social statement of a poet at ease with her surroundings. "The sky is as blue," she writes, "as policemen's helmets." $4.95

The Social Contract

Men are not created equal, maintains Robert Ardrey, author of AFRICAN GENESIS and THE TERRITORIAL IMPERATIVE. Ardrey maintains that since Rousseau published his "Contract" two centuries ago, men have mindlessly pursued a goal which must be considered a natural impossibility amongst sexually reproducing species. Ardrey presents scientific proof which he states should be common knowledge and explains, with authority, clarity, and enthusiasm, the step-by-step development of the human system. $10.00

The Beautiful Country: Memo to Hawaii

The first comprehensive, authoritative atlas designed for the Age of Space Exploration. Produced with the support and collaboration of NASA and the USGS. Geologic Survey:

* Written and Edited by Patrick Moore, noted space writer
* Foreword by Sir Bernard Lovell, world-renowned astronomer, and collaborator on the Atlas of the Universe
* Epilogue by Dr. Thomas O. Paine, NASA Administrator

The thrilling new abundance of recently attuned space knowledge has now been compiled in THE ATLAS OF THE UNIVERSE. It informs and explains, with authority, clarity, and enthusiasm, the step-by-step development of the universe and the future of space exploration and astronomy. Contains nearly 1,000 maps, illustrations, and photographs, most in full color—plus new maps of the Earth, Moon, Solar System, Stars, Constellations, and Radio and Radar maps—all of which were designed especially for this exciting new atlas!

Special pre-Christmas price $29.95 * $35.00 after January 1, 1971

I'VE GOT TO BE ME

by Derek Sanderson

Derek Sanderson, controversial star of the Boston Bruins, tells his own rags-to-riches story. His millions of enthusiastic fans know him as "the world's best goalie," but off the ice he is a player in his own rags-to-riches story. His autobiography will surprise, excite, and delight his loyal fans the country over. $5.95

Eve Merriam

THE NIXON POEMS

Illustrated by John Gerbino

Other Presidents of the United States have had odes penned to them in the White House, but none quite like these. To MY PREZ, Eve Merriam offers: "of whom/else can I say that/while he does/something good/there is a bad reason for it." A charter member of the loyal Black Student Union and the committee that would be "a gross injustice and a violation of the sense of the signers of this document," Miss Merriam offers powerful thought and challenge. $10.00
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